Beautiful doors
You probably have no idea how beautiful doors can be. We know about the astonishing, the joy and the fascination about beautiful doors. It is our pleasure to convince you how doors can support the look of a perfect home. Doors support the climate everywhere: outside, inside the house, from upstairs to downstairs.

A house starts living as soon as the right doors, which adjust the architecture style of the home, are attached to it. Therefore doors are the first pieces of furniture!

This catalog gives you a short overview of our company’s supplies of all doors. The variety goes from traditional classics to modern and very modern doors.

Maybe this catalog helps you to share our joy for beautiful doors.
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It all started with the quote of Ulrich Schacht “different than others”. This was his guideline for his decision to produce stylish doors out of wooden panels to change and to freshen the door market.

Doors are a Part of our Family

For more than 80 years, Brüchert + Kärner has been a true family business. The company is lead by its third generation. Therefore family members and long-term employees of Brüchert + Kärner hold the success of the company in their hands.

It is our personal mission to offer a variety of doors with proper framing that fit into every type of housing. Thus, it is our standard to connect living spaces and not only to fill a whole in the wall.

The search for new ideas for our doors does not exclusively take place at the desk at the office. There are plenty of impulses found in the daily life: on vacation, while shopping or a visit to the museum. Our eyes are always open for new inspiration. This is why our company takes a leading role in the innovation of doors in the market.
The Value of a Series
While choosing your doors you will notice how important it is to have a variety of different series of doors. Sometimes a living room requires a different style of a door than a kitchen, a dining room or a bathroom. To create a homogeneous overall picture of your home it is necessary to combine the right sets of stylistic features.

Standard or to Size
Even by changing the height or width, by expansion or reduction of size, our doors will maintain the proportions. Also it is possible to add special layouts or details. From experience we know that it is important to be able to deal with individual wishes beside our standards. This is our strength and the reason why we please our customers. Being able to fulfill these special requests shows our strength.

Light and Friendly
The day presents different atmospheres to your home: the shining sun in the morning, a gentle light in the evening. Adjusting to each style we offer you lovely light-cut-outs or decorative grilles for each model series.

Without Attracting Attention — But Attractive
Often the small detail, like a button on a jacket, is important for a classy look for a door. We offer you these small details in forms of door knobs with all-covering rosettes, invisible hinges or the lack of a drilled keyhole. Once these details were pointed out to you, you will be aware of the validity of these fine points.
“Beautiful doors”

What lays behind Brüchert + Kärner? Whilst we were searching for a name for our huge variety of products we came up with “beautiful doors!” Because this is the first thing that comes to your mind when you see the product: It is “simply beautiful!” But there is more to it. Our credo is: If material, manufacturing, surface quality, design and function are a perfect fit, you will get “beautiful doors by Brüchert + Kärner.”

The Material

It is such a good feeling, when you touch the heavy door with your hand, or hear the deep sound as you close it, which are probably the most striking characteristics for the best material used in the production for our doors. The base for our door leaves is MDF, a derived timber product, which is a perfect material for producing doors. So you can be absolutely sure to decide on a product of a high quality. Also, this high quality material enables us to mill complex patterns into it and it secures a great noise protection for all of our doors. This is what makes Brüchert + Kärner above average.

The Production/ Manufacture

We compare our production process with one of very good carpentry, because it is impossible to produce our kind of doors in mass production or on an assembly line. While producing the doors we combine high tech with conventional craft. In the process we benefit from the knowledge of our employees, which becomes noticeable in all the details of our doors.
The Surface Structure

It is our door’s fine surface that catches your eye. Our doors are first polished and then lacquered by hand in multiple processes. The repeating process of polishing and lacquering in combination with sensitiveness and a critical view leads to a classy and comfortable look of the door’s surface, which we are known for. It is needless to say that we only use eco-friendly and water-based lacquer systems.

The Design

It depends on the look of the door’s surface, the design, whether we like the door or not. It is the right measurements of shapes and so its proportions, for example, which determinate the milling of the classical doors. Approved stylistic guidelines and graphical legality are the keys for the design of our modern models. This is why our doors are more likely recognizable for making an “understatement” than for being “in fashion”. Also, the frame should contain certain element of design of the door in order to become a harmonious element and to give you security that you have chosen “good taste”.

The Function

The visual appearance of our doors is our priority. Everything else, such as quality and function should go without saying. Because of this we are able to hide advanced technology in the design of our beautiful doors and therefore we can offer you burglarproof front doors, fire or noise protecting elements, as well as doors with increased climate stability for all of our models.
We offer you doors with architecture that is in line with the times. For us “in line with the times” means to produce doors with straight lines and simple shape that adjust today’s speed of life—without detours to the finish, with no space for nostalgia and embellishment but with space for bright rooms, air to breathe, freedom for thoughts and space to life. Everything should be aesthetic—which is the motto of our modern models!
Galerie — Now, we would like to introduce you to our “Galerie” models. It is a stripe in the design of the doors that makes this model so special. The high gloss polishing of the stripe in contrast with semi-gloss polishing of the rest of the door’s surface creates a modern designer door. The good impression of modernity is emphasized by our colors. We can offer you 6 neutral, beautiful colors such as white, beige or a light grey.

In our entire concept, we never see a door isolated from its frame. This is why we include the frame in the design of our “Galerie” doors. The high gloss polishing stripe continues in the door case. These little details characterize our beautiful doors. If the high-gloss variation appears to be too cool for your taste, it is possible to get all the “Galerie” doors with stripes in semi-gloss polishing as well.
duo – In this series the detail is all about the frame. Different to the common 45° mitre the head piece of the duo series is located edgeless between or on the vertical side pieces. To make a statement the construction interstices are not hidden, but still visible. By showing the interstices a design created that involves both, the head and the side pieces.

In contrast to this, we also offer a version of an accented elegant small frame. Also all models of this series are available up to a height of three meters. As you can see, the duo series really creates "pride passages!"
Puristen 2. – The “Puristen 2.” are doors with a clear and factual form. The series offers you doors which adapt to modern architecture. Due to partially submerged and laminated squares and rectangles in the design the room is filled with power and calmness. Flushed door handles and flushed keyhole collars and hidden frame hinges make it possible to underline the simple and plain style of this series. Also we created light-cut outs in geometrical shapes for almost every model in this series to allow modern homes the features of big rooms and brightness.
Geoline – If you like to keep free space when it comes to the arrangement of your home, you should start with “Geoline”, using it as the first piece of furniture. These modern models with their pure and accented V-milling give the door a concept, but not a concrete and fixed style guide.

Of course, although these doors have a simple design, they are, as all of our doors, from a high and exclusive quality. The doors are made out of MDF, a strong, engineered wood product which gives the door leaves stability. The lacquer used for the doors gives the door a noble look and adds a comfortable atmosphere to your home.
For years we have been saying: Classics suit everywhere, anytime. They were a fit in the old days, and they will be one tomorrow or the day after that and they will always find their admirers. This is why we would like to encourage you to go with these classic doors for every style you would like to choose for your home. Our classic models give you all the possibilities for creating the perfect space to live for you at home, either you would like to create a contrast in a modern home or to go with a classic country home style - we have it all.
LandDesign – The models of this popular series, which were designed for a country house style, give new and old city residence a more comfortable flair. With simple profiles and shapes when it comes to fragmentation and look of the frame we give these traditional models a modern touch in order to accomplish a perfect and classic look for your home.

The little details, the beautiful light-cut outs, as well as decorative grilles in our design are our specialty. To get more information about all the 20 models of this series you should have a look at our “LandDesign” brochure, so you can decide which model of this series fits your home the best.
MDF-Klassiker – MDF-Classics show classic design in a modern appearance. The doors are manufactured in robust medium-density fibreboard (MDF). The classic shapes are milled directly onto the door leaves in order to show no joints in the corners that can occur during the manufacturing process. The surface then looks like one piece and is one of the best on the market. We offer you two versions of this series: “MDF-Classics E” with elegant trapezium milling or “MDF-Classics” with soft profiles and round corners.

This classic suits every home - a castle, a mansion, a normal house or a casual flat. Whatever home you have or what home means to you - these doors will give you a good feeling about it, when you close the door behind you.
MDF-Klassiker
Stilisten – Forever Young! The “Stilisten” models are a very exclusive range, which is inspired by art nouveau. This series is the perfect fit for you if you like stylistic elements of the past, but you are attached to the future as well.

The concept of this series is to combine old with new, or to be more precise: to renew the good old style. There are some things that are already perfect and which will always be. The look of our “Stilisten” doors is a heritage of good old design, but manufactured with modern technology and the best of material, which makes these doors a perfect fit for today and tomorrow.

Special about this series are the ornaments or imposed upper parts of the door frames, which give the door a magnificent appearance. In our brochure “Schöne Türen - ganz klassisch” you will find the variety and the details of this series, so you can pick the door that suits you.
In Style

A classic look, an established style, simple and reduced profiles - This is what “Scala” and “Edition”, two modern, but classic series, will offer you. The models of this series are proof, once again, that classical and modern design can be combined. For this, it is very important that fragmentation and the scale of milling are a fit and in proportion. These series are really authentic and they give you the possibility to design your home as you like. You can do whatever you prefer.
Scala – The development of this series was encouraged by historic role models of doors.

During one of our photo shoots for our monument conservation and mansion doors series we discovered a small ledge, only included horizontal, which attracted our attention. This ledge now defines the character or our “Scala” series, which is one of our most popular ones.
Edition – “Edition” is about an understatement. The classic stylistic shapes have a reduced profile and therefore their appearance seems realistic and honest.

Also this series gives you an honest design, because it is one of our fair offers when it comes to prices. Even though this series is one of the more affordable ones, it is manufactured and handcrafted with solid material. Of course, also this series has got the same high class lacquering as all of our series.
Monument Conservation and Mansion Doors. Where ever it is possible people tend to restore and preserve things. In the old days mansions used to be build with pomp and pageantry, but also today when a new mansion is being build its design ties up with these old styles of architecture. For us and our manufacture, it is possible to rebuild such pomp and pageant doors with today’s norms.

This is why a lot of constructors decide to use monument conservation and mansion doors for new modern and exclusive build homes to create an exciting and exclusively atmosphere.
Special Requests
With our Monument Conservation and Mansion program we try to fulfill your individual dreams and imaginations when it comes to doors. Because of the advanced technology and material in combination with the manual and technical knowhow, which we use in our manufacturing process, it is possible to create profile ledges, sheathing, wainscoted embrasures, fanlights and anything else that deals with the frame and the outlook of the door. Of course in this, we imply the functional requirements of today.

Layouts
In order to satisfy your design ideas and wishes we need sketches to create CAD-designed and detailed sketches.

Standard
There is also a standard in this series. Our standard series consists of six main model types and 3 of the most popular profile ledges and frames to choose from for each main model.

The Surface: This Way or the Other.
We not only use modern technology during our manufacturing process, but also traditional handcraft - wherever humans beat machinery: For instance when it comes to grinding. The surface is first grinded by hand to prepare for the fine lacquer coat. But if you prefer a visible stroke of the brush then we can offer you the Monument Conservation and Mansion doors in an undercoated version.

Good To Know
If you are planning on designing a bigger project, using our Monument Conservation and Mansion doors, we are happy to give you advice on-site and take measurement at the construction site. You can find some references about our knowhow on this topic.
Denkmalschutz- u. VillenTüren
Panelling, a true luxury item! – Because in modern times there are no rational reasons for panelling anymore. But when it comes to beautiful things of no importance in life, there will always be a strong and emotional desire for those things. Not only in fashion there are “must haves”, but also in interior door designing.

It was the idea of continuing our classical elements with their special profile of each model series which made us create a series of panelling in our production. Of course as with all of our products, our panels are modernized which means that there are no fragmentations of the panels and there are no ledges sticking out. The result of this gives you: Beautiful Doors – Beautiful Walls – Valuable Rooms.

Panelling is an impressive interior design element. It creates the space for a combination of aesthetics and emotions in room design. Isn’t that reason enough?
Hinges for non-flushed doors
Extras: You can get all of the 3 hinge designs in a polished, nickel-plated, gold-plated or a matt style version.

Hinges for flushed doors

Sliding Door Systems
Visible technology can also be beautiful when hand crafted quality is given. This sliding door system is made of stainless steel.
We offer you 9 different door knot models in different varieties.

A perfect and beautiful door can only be beautiful in combination with a fitting door knot. The door knot should give you a comfortable feeling while touching it; also it should suit and support the character of the door in order to underline its quality. We offer you 9 different door knot models in different varieties. To get more information about our different models visit our homepage and choose the category “Drückergarnituren”. Here you will find examples of the very noble and flushed designs.

Flush Pulls for sliding doors

There are a lot of reasons for choosing a sliding door model. With the choice of the right flush pull you can make the optic of your door even more perfect. We offer you different varieties of flush pulls in different surface designs.
“Klassiker exklusiv”

Exclusive classics – It all began with these white true style doors. These doors made an impression on the door market and marked the importance when it comes to furniture. We pioneered the door market with our white classics.

We also offer you this series as panel doors or as doors with put-on ledges. In addition, we can attach wooden elements on stylistic panels (“Aufdoppelung”). The complete program contains all classic varieties of designs. The noble lacquered surface consists of a casting, the door leaf, as all of our doors, is made out of robust MDF.

“Ganz glatt”

Plain and smooth - Also this door has its supporters. Even though it is a bit more simple then other models, you do not have to waive anything. With a “plain elegance” we offer you the same high quality surface structure that is standard for our entire program, as well as the same stability.

Another aspect to consider this model is its price. The side scenes of the house, such as cellars or the pantry do not need as much attention and therefore this model is a perfect choice for such rooms. Nevertheless, it is possible to add a fancy frame to this plain and more simple model.
Beautiful doors
Large Hallways
Two-winged doors and sliding doors are available for all of our series.

Customizing
You set the standards, we design your door. We manufacture doors for your particular situation at your home. For example, we can manufacture doors in 2.5 meter height or higher.

Special editions
We manufacture doors that suit your individual wishes when it comes to beautiful doors. We can talk about certain details or special designs and we are happy to give you advice on it.

Lacquering
White, similar to RAL 9010, is our standard lacquer. If you would like to use a different type of white or a different color, we can offer you a variety of special colors, which imply the complete RAL (Color Space System) and NCS (Natural Color System) color models.

Functional Doors
We hide special functions in the design of our beautiful doors. For example, we can offer you safety doors in a beautiful look that secure burglary protection or protection against smoke, fire, noise and a high climate security.

Design with glass
For manufacturing the light cut-outs we use all the common trellis frames.

Noble Fittings
Our heavy doors need the best static, as well as a perfect ability to be closed. We use three-parted hinges and the “Flüstercomfortschloss” (a lock that prevents noise while opening or closing a door) as a standard. Also, we offer you a huge variety of design on door hinges and door handles.

Baseboard
Baseboards round up the optic of a room. A room appears even more beautiful if you have baseboards that fit the frame. We are able to manufacture the perfect and fitting baseboards for your home.

Brochures
Hopefully, you were able to get an overview of our series and its models and hopefully you were able to become attached to beautiful doors. Our detailed brochures of each model are only available in German. But if you have any questions do not hesitate to contact us. We are more than pleased to help you.

Telephone: +49 (0) 40 / 25 15 19 0
Info@Schoene-Tueren.com